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Abstract

INTRODUCTION: Hippocampal local and network dysfunction is the hallmark of

Alzheimer’s disease (AD).

METHODS: We characterized the spatial patterns of hippocampus differentiation

based on brain co-metabolism in healthy elderly participants and demonstrated their

relevance to study local metabolic changes and associated dysfunction in pathological

aging.

RESULTS: The hippocampus can be differentiated into anterior/posterior and dor-

sal cornu ammonis (CA)/ventral (subiculum) subregions. While anterior/posterior

CA show co-metabolism with different regions of the subcortical limbic networks,

the anterior/posterior subiculum are parts of cortical networks supporting object-

centered memory and higher cognitive demands, respectively. Both networks show

relationships with the spatial patterns of gene expression pertaining to cell energy

metabolism and AD’s process. Finally, while local metabolism is generally lower in

posterior regions, the anterior–posterior imbalance is maximal in late mild cognitive

impairment with the anterior subiculum being relatively preserved.
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2 MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL.

DISCUSSION: Future studies should consider bidimensional hippocampal differentia-

tion and in particular the posterior subicular region to better understand pathological

aging.
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1 NARRATIVE

1.1 Contextual background

What are subregional differences in the hippocampal metabolic pat-

tern in the aging population? The hippocampus is a core region in the

study and understanding of brain diseases, in particular, in Alzheimer’s

disease (AD)-related pathology.1 Previous studies have evidenced that

the accumulation of tau (and to a lesser extend amyloid beta [Aβ])
pathologies in the hippocampus is associatedwithmetabolic and struc-

tural changes of the hippocampus itself, but also of other brain regions

in healthy aging and dementia populations,2,3 hence suggesting a role

of hippocampal networks in AD pathology. Understanding the neuro-

biological properties of the hippocampus is therefore a crucial step to

understand pathophysiological processes in AD. In that perspective,

it has been pointed out that the disruption of its white matter fiber

bundles, the spatiotemporal patterns of alteration of metabolism in

spatially remotebrain regions, and thepatternofmacrostructural atro-

phy in the hippocampus in the early stages of AD are related events

occurring as the neuropathology of AD spreads.4–8 Accordingly, a bet-

ter understanding of AD neuropathology requires us to consider the

hippocampus in interaction with other brain regions.

At the microbiological level, many studies have discussed the role

of oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, and cellular calcium

dysregulation in AD pathophysiology.9–11 Although at the microbio-

logical level, several aspects of the cascade of cellular dysfunction

remain unclear, at the macrobiological level, these dysfunctions lead

to altered glucose metabolism in brain gray matter (GM) tissue. In

particular, posterior cortical hypometabolism is a key early feature of

the AD clinical picture. In contrast, hippocampal hypometabolism is

less evident in patients, especially at the early stage of mild cogni-

tive impairment (MCI), at which alterations may potentially take the

form of hypermetabolism,12 as observed in other diseases.13 These

complex metabolism patterns complicate the study of the relation-

ships between hippocampal metabolism and other brain alterations.

To delineate the relationships between hippocampal metabolism and

whole-brain metabolism in healthy aging in the first place, the covari-

ance between hippocampal metabolism and whole-brain metabolism

should be examined. However, this approach is challenged by the fact

that the hippocampus is not a uniform, homogeneous region with

regard to several neurobiological features. In other words, different

subregions should be considered separately within the hippocampus.

Which subregions should be considered for studying metabolic

patterns? Cytoarchitecture studies,1,14,15 and structural16,17 and

functional18–21 neuroimaging studies of the hippocampus resulted

in divergent parcellation maps. In other words, different organiza-

tional dimensions can be seen within the hippocampus depending

on which neurobiological aspect is probed. In particular, based on

large-scale functional integration supporting behavioral systems in

humans, the hippocampus can be subdivided along the anterior–

posterior axis, while looking at local microstructural features (such as

cytoarchitecture) typically reveals different subfields arranged along a

medial–lateral and ventro–dorsal axis (such as cornu ammonis [CA]1,

CA2, CA3, CA4, the subiculum, and the dentate gyrus).22 Thus, het-

erogeneity within the hippocampus has been evidenced based on local

microstructure, connectivity profiles, and behavioral engagement, but

how this heterogeneity influencesmetabolic patterns remains an open

question.

1.2 Results, implications, and limitations of the
study

This study aimed to identify hippocampal subregions that each exhibit

a specific spatial pattern of glucose metabolism in the brain, as rep-

resenting hippocampal brain “metabolic networks.” To do so, we used

a data-driven approach in which hippocampal voxels are clustered

based on their individual profile of covariance with other brain regions

across a sample of healthy elderly participants. By doing so, we iden-

tified five subregions that subdivide the hippocampus both along the

medial–lateral/ventro–dorsal axis and along the anterior–posterior

axis. These regions roughly correspond to the anterior CA field, the

posterior CA field, an intermediate CA region, the anterior subicu-

lum, and the posterior subiculum. We could then show that these

subregions are relevant for studying local metabolism within the hip-

pocampus as a specific pattern of significant differences could be

seen in which glucose metabolism is greater in the subiculum than in

the CA field and additionally, glucose metabolism is greater in ante-

rior subregions than in posterior subregions in the healthy elderly

sample. This anterior–posterior metabolic difference may be related

to the increased and decreased functional connectivity of, respec-

tively, the anteriormedial and posteriormedial temporal network, that

have been observed with age in the healthy elderly population.23 Our

results hence add to the growing literature highlighting hippocampal
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MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL. 3

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic Review: Literature searches using PubMed

were conducted to identify original and review arti-

cles, using keywords including “hippocampus, metabolic

covariance, parcellation, aging, and Alzheimer’s disease.”

These articles suggested that the hippocampus shows

heterogeneous patterns of microstructural features, as

well as heterogeneous anatomical and functional con-

nectivity and that different subregions can be identified

accordingly. However, PubMed searches did not iden-

tify studies revealing hippocampal parcellation based on

the metabolic covariance and hippocampal subregion’s

metabolic alterations in Alzheimer’s disease.

2. Interpretation: Our study provides new evidence that

anterior versus posterior and cornu ammonis versus

subiculum subregions can be differentiated based on

brainmetabolic covariance and further reveals thebehav-

ioral, molecular, and pathological aging profiles of hip-

pocampal metabolic subregions and networks.

3. Future Directions: Future studies should use a longi-

tudinal design and amyloid beta/tau positron emission

tomography markers to delineate the cascade of patho-

logical events within the different hippocampal subnet-

works and the relationship between changes in the local

metabolism of hippocampal anterior and posterior sub-

regions and changes in their functional connectivity in

heathy and pathological aging populations.

anterior–posterior differentiation and here suggest that it is crucial to

consider this differentiation when examining glucosemetabolism.

To further investigate whether this anterior–posterior differenti-

ation is truly relevant in the study of AD, we looked at the individ-

ual difference (delta) between hippocampal anterior and posterior

metabolism in a range of participants at different stages of the dis-

ease (n = 846), including healthy older with normal cognition, patients

with earlyMCI, patientswith lateMCI (who are differentiated from the

early MCI based on more severe memory deficit24), and patients with

AD. By doing so, we observed that the delta (difference between ante-

rior and posterior hippocampal metabolism) is maximal at the lateMCI

stage, that is, at the stage at which cognitive deficit becomes evoca-

tive of AD. Furthermore, group comparison of local metabolism for

each region between the groups suggests a relative preservation of the

anterior subiculum in lateMCI compared to earlyMCI.

How does this anterior–posterior imbalance relate to behavior?

One way to address this question would be to identify how the

individual anterior–posterior delta relates to a range of neuropsy-

chological symptoms spanning different cognitive functions, emotion,

socio-affective processing, and neuropsychiatric symptoms. However,

such data were not available for large clinical samples. Therefore, to

explore this question in a system neuroscience approach, we exam-

ined the pattern of brain regions co-varying at the metabolism level

with each hippocampal subregion. In other words, we computed the

metabolic network of each hippocampal subregion. We then charac-

terized the behavioral and neurotransmitter systems in which these

networks are engaged.

This systemic characterization showed that CA regions are inte-

grated in the subcortical limbic network, showing association with

the amygdala and emotional processes for the anterior CA, but with

an association with the dorsal attention, thalamus, and the noradren-

ergic system for the posterior CA. These associations seem to be

related to the fornix path, which plays a significant role in intercon-

necting the hippocampal formationwith the subcortical structures. For

example, the post-commissural columns part of the fornix principally

connects the hippocampal formation with the thalamus and hypotha-

lamic nuclei.25 In contrast, subicular regions show mainly a cortical

pattern of metabolic covariance. Despite the shared cytoarchitec-

ture pattern in the anterior-subiculum (red) and posterior-subiculum

(blue) these two regions show relatively different metabolic net-

works. In line with the literature,18 our results showed that the

anterior subiculum is associated to a cortical network supporting

“bottom-up” cognition for object identification and language com-

prehension while the posterior subiculum is integrated in several

brain networks supporting higher cognitive demands such as mem-

ory retrieval, working memory, and spatial cognition. Accordingly, a

pathological metabolic imbalance between anterior and posterior sub-

regions would lead to a more pronounced cognitive deficit: while

emotional and object recognition processes supported by anterior hip-

pocampal networks would be more preserved, high level cognitive

processes required for memory retrieval and spatial cognition sup-

ported by posterior hippocampal networks would be affected at the

late MCI stage. It is thus crucial to consider hippocampal anterior–

posterior differentiation to better understand behavioral phenotypes

in patients with AD and likely in many other pathologies affecting the

hippocampus.

After examining how subhippocampal metabolic networks relate

to systems supporting behavioral phenotype, we explore how these

networks relate to the AD pathophysiology by examining the spatial

correspondencebetweenmapsof geneexpression related to this latter

and the brain metabolic covariance map of each metabolic subregion.

We found that the spatial pattern of both the anterior and poste-

rior subiculum were positively associated with the spatial pattern of

gene expression pertaining to calcium-mediating signaling, respiratory

electron transport chain, mitochondrial adenosine triphosphate (ATP)

synthesis, cellular metabolic process, and upstream/downstream AD

regulator genes. In contrast, themaps of the CA subregions did not sig-

nificantly correlate with the spatial pattern of these genes’ expression.

Therefore, our exploratory analyses suggest that the cellular dysfunc-

tion in the AD pathology might primarily be associated with subicular

network dysfunction at the brain macroscale.

However, our results do not allow any insight on how the microbio-

logical cascade relates to hippocampal glucose metabolism anterior–

posterior imbalance (and possible decoupling) in AD. Recent studies
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4 MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL.

suggest that the fatal disruption of cellular equilibrium is related to

the join effects and interaction between mitochondrial dysfunction,

altered calcium homeostasis, oxidative stress, Aβ plaques, and tau

pathology.26–30 Yet, some studies suggest that the posterior hippocam-

pal subregions are more affected by Aβ/tau pathologies than is the

rostral hippocampus.31,32 Accordingly, the interaction between, on

one hand,mitochondrial dysfunction, altered calciumhomeostasis, and

oxidative stress particularly expressed within the subicular network

and, on the other hand, Aβ and tau pathology particularly affecting the
posterior hippocampal network could result in a particularly detrimen-

tal pattern of alterations in the posterior hippocampal network leading,

in turn, to typical episodic memory and spatial cognition impairments.

In sum, in this work, we delineated hippocampal subregions and

their associated metabolic networks in the healthy older popula-

tions. We showed that, already in healthy older participants, glucose

metabolism varies, on one hand, between the ventral–medial subre-

gion corresponding to the subiculum and the dorsal–lateral subregion

corresponding to the CA, but also, on the other and, within these

fields, between anterior and posterior subregions. We assume that

this anterior–posterior difference may be related to different changes

in connectivity across aging between the anterior and the posterior

medial temporal lobe networks in which the anterior one tends to

increase while the posterior one tends to decrease.23 Nevertheless,

specific studies using a longitudinal design would be needed to test

the association between changes in the local metabolism of hippocam-

pal anterior and posterior subregions and changes in their functional

connectivity across aging.

We then further showed that anterior–posterior imbalance is max-

imal in patients with late MCI with relatively pronounced episodic

memory deficit. Our characterization of the anterior and posterior

hippocampal metabolic networks supports this finding by suggest-

ing that a relative preservation of anterior hippocampal function

with an alteration of the posterior hippocampal function would

result in deficits in tasks with high cognitive demands while more

bottom-up processes, needed for object recognition and language

basic comprehension would be relatively preserved. Nevertheless,

this hypothesis could be tested in the future by capitalizing on a

deep behavioral phenotyping in a range of healthy older populations

and patients to examine how the anterior–posterior imbalance at

the individual level relates to individual cognitive and socio-affective

functioning.

Based on the spatial correspondence between the pattern of subic-

ular metabolic covariance across the brain and the patterns of gene

expression engaged in the cell respiratory AD pathophysiological pro-

cesses, we hypothesize that the subicular networks are particularly

vulnerable to cellular dysfunction assumed for AD. To account for the

greater decrease of metabolism in posterior regions, we speculate an

interplay with tau and Aβ pathology that would particularly affect the

posterior subicular network. This hypothesis should nevertheless be

robustly tested using longitudinal design andAβ /tau positron emission

tomography (PET) markers to delineate the cascade of pathological

events within the different hippocampal subnetworks across time.

2 CONSOLIDATED RESULTS AND STUDY
DESIGN

The identification of metabolic subregions and their metabolic net-

works is an essential step to study and better understand the patho-

logical processes in AD. To address this first objective in the current

study, we performed a hippocampus parcellation based on a glucose

metabolism profile computed from 18-fluorodeoxyglucose (18FDG)

PET in a sample of 99 healthy elderly participants with high image

resolution (≤ 2 mm) from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Ini-

tiative (ADNI) database. To do so, we first computed the glucose

co-metabolism profile across the brain for each hippocampal voxel

(i.e., the brain covariance pattern for each hippocampal voxel). We

then clustered the hippocampal voxels based on the (dis)similarity

of their whole-brain co-metabolism profile. We hence identified five

subregions reflecting co-metabolism differentiation along both the

anterior–posterior and ventro–dorsal/medio–lateral axes of the hip-

pocampus (Figure 1). Based on the percentage of overlap between

each yielded subregion and the CA versus subiculum fields defined

by cytoarchitecture, the subregions were named as follow: anterior-

subiculum (red), posterior-subiculum (blue), intermediate-subregion

(pink), anterior-CA (yellow), and posterior-CA (green; Figure 1B and

Figure 2A).

An examination of the local metabolism difference in the yielded

hippocampal metabolic subregions in those 99 healthy older subjects

demonstrated their relevance by highlighting significant differences

between the CA and subiculum (while the intermediate subregion

[pink] stands between the two), but also within these fields between

the anterior and posterior subregions (Figure 2B). In contrast, the

hippocampal FreeSurfer segments (Figure 2C) typically based on

anatomical information show less sensitivity to local differences in

glucose metabolism with many non-significant differences between

segments (Figure 2D). Thus, our results suggest that metabolic sub-

regions accounting for an anterior–posterior differentiation offer a

more sensitive model than FreeSurfer segments to study hippocampal

subregional local metabolism.

Accordingly, we then examined how the local metabolism in these

subregions is influenced by AD pathology in a cohort of ADNI partic-

ipants (n = 846) (Table S1 in supporting information) using a two-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA). Overall, a general decreasing trend in

metabolism from early MCI to dementia groups was observed. How-

ever, no significant differences between healthy older participants and

earlyMCI patientswereobserved.Actually, visually, earlyMCI patients

seem to show increased local metabolism, in particular in the posterior

subiculum (compared to healthy older participants), although this dif-

ference was not significant as several healthy older participants also

appear as outliers with high local metabolism (Figure 3A). In contrast,

comparing local metabolism between late MCI and early MCI reveals

decreased metabolism in most hippocampal subregions in late MCI,

although the anterior-subiculum (red) appeared relatively preserved.

As our region-wise group comparison suggested different alterations

of the anterior versus posterior regions across patient groups, we
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MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL. 5

F IGURE 1 Stability and consistency of hippocampal parcellations based onmetabolic covariance. A, Stable metabolic differentiation patterns
were found for the right and left hippocampus for five-cluster solution estimatedwith split-half cross-validation usingmean adjusted rand index.
3D view of different levels of parcellation (k= 2–6) from superior and inferior view are illustrated. B, Percentage of spatial overlap of hippocampal
metabolic subregions and cytoarchitectural subfields are calculated and the subregions were named as follow: anterior-subiculum (red),
posterior-subiculum (blue), intermediate-subregion (pink), anterior-CA (yellow), and posterior-CA (green). CA, cornu ammonis.

examined anterior–posterior difference at the individual level (individ-

ual delta value) and observed that the discrepancy is maximal in the

lateMCI patients (Figure 3B), that is,MCI patientswith relativelymore

pronounced episodic memory deficits (see ADNI classification24). We

repeated this analysis with patient diagnostic groups further selected

grouped based on cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) ADbiomarkers (novel Elec-

sys CSF immunoassays including the 42 amino acid-long Aβ peptide

[Aβ(1-42)], the total tau protein [t-tau], andphosphorylated tau [p-tau])
to define healthy older biomarker (BM)-negative subjects, early/late

MCI, and AD BM-positive subjects (n = 290; Table S2 in supporting

information).33,34 Although the number of subjects was reduced (com-

pared to the analysis using ADNI standard classification), we observed

a similar pattern except comparing patients with AD dementia to late

MCI in which no further alteration in CA and subiculum subregions

appeared significant (Figure 4).

To better understand the neurobiological correlates of each sub-

region in the healthy population, we characterized their metabolic

networks using a general linear model that quantifies, for each subre-

gion, its association to each brain region with regard to covariance in

glucose metabolism. We here only report the region that shows sig-

nificant associations (Figure 5A). Despite the shared cytoarchitecture

pattern in the anterior-subiculum (red) and posterior-subiculum (blue)

these two regions show relatively different metabolic networks. Over-

all, anterior-subiculum (red) show primarily metabolic covariance with

the prefrontal and temporal regions as well as the insula, the extra-

striate inferior cortex, the lateral amygdala, and putamen suggesting

a network corresponding to input information from anterior regions

into the hippocampal head, partially through the uncinate fasciculus

(see Figure 5C). In contrast, the posterior-subiculum (blue) showed

the widest brain metabolic covariance pattern, overlapping with most

of the seven Yeo functional brain networks and including the intra-

parietal sulcus, the superior parietal cortex, inferior frontal regions,

but also the cingulate cortex (which is anatomically connected to the

medial temporal lobe through the cingulum bundle, see Figure 5C).

The intermediate-subregion (pink) appears as a transitional subre-

gion in this differentiation showing only local covariance (within the

hippocampus). Finally, the Aanterior-CA (yellow) relates to the amyg-

dala while posterior-CA (green) relates to the thalamus (which is

anatomically connected to the hippocampus through the fornix, see

Figure 5C).

To better understand how themetabolic covariance pattern of each

subregion relates to neurobiological and behavioral systems, as well as

to AD pathophysiology, we compared the unthresholded spatial map

of metabolic covariance of each subregion to (1) meta-analytic maps

of activations for behavioral functions, (2) neurotransmitter system

maps, and (3) AD-related gene expression maps. Of note, the use of

the unthresholded map allow us to retain the whole spatial pattern of

variation across the brain (rather than focusing on a few regions that
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6 MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL.

F IGURE 2 Local metabolism difference in hippocampal metabolic subregions and in FreeSurfer segment in a subsample of healthy elderly. A,
Hippocampal metabolic parcellation. B, Local metabolism difference between hippocampal metabolic subregions in a subsample of healthy older
subjects with high image resolution (≤ 2mm). The difference between themean normalized glucose uptake values of all hippocampal metabolic
subregions across healthy older subjects was evaluated. Analysis of variance showed significant differences betweenmetabolic subregions in their
mean normalized glucose uptake value. For both hippocampi, a post hoc analysis revealed significant differences (corrected for multiple
comparisons, P-valueFWE < 0.05) between all pairs of subregions. Overall, the profile of local metabolism in themetabolic networks-based
parcellation strikingly shows a clear differentiation between subicular and CA subregions in whichmetabolism is typically higher in the former
than the latter while the intermediate subregion (pink) stands between the two. C, Hippocampal subfield segmentation using automated pipeline
in FreeSurfer v.6.0.50 D, Local metabolism difference in hippocampal segments, a subsample of healthy older subjects with high image
resolution (≤ 2mm). The hippocampal FreeSurfer segments show less sensitivity to local differences in glucosemetabolismwithmany
non-significant differences between segments. Thus, our results suggest that metabolic subregions accounting for an anterior–posterior
differentiation offers amore sensitive model than FreeSurfer segments to study hippocampal subregional local metabolism. CA, cornu ammonis;
DG, dentate gyrus; HP-tail, hippocampal tail; n.s, not significant.
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MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL. 7

F IGURE 3 Alzheimer’s disease pathology’s effect on the local metabolism of hippocampal metabolic subregions; a comparison between
groups being defined based on ADNI standard classification. A, The difference betweenmean normalized glucose uptake value of all metabolic
subregions across all groups was evaluated by computing a two-way ANOVAwith groups as one factor, hippocampal metabolic subregions as a
second factor, and themean normalized glucose uptake value as a dependent variable. Our results showed that there were significant main effects
of both hippocampal metabolic subregions and groups. The ANOVA also yielded significant interaction effect between hippocampal metabolic
subregions and groups. All comparisons between groupswere significant according to a post hoc analysis while corrected formultiple comparisons
(P-valueFWE < 0.05) except healthy older subjects versus earlyMCI comparison and for earlyMCI versus lateMCI comparison in
anterior-subiculum (red). B, Exploring the relevance of the anterior–posterior differentiation in the study of AD, we looked at the individual
difference (delta) between hippocampal anterior and posterior metabolism in a range of participants at different stage of the disease, including
healthy older participants and patients with earlyMCI, lateMCI, and AD.We observed that the delta (difference between anterior and posterior
hippocampal metabolism) is maximal at the lateMCI stage, that is, at the stage at which cognitive deficit become evocative of AD. C, Group
comparison of local metabolism for each region across all groups suggests a relative preservation of the anterior subiculum in lateMCI compared
to earlyMCI. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; ANOVA, analysis of variance;MCI, mild cognitive
impairment.

are significant) and to compare this pattern to patterns of different

neurobiological features. By doing so, we found that the anterior-

subiculum (red) brain pattern was related to object recognition while

the posterior-subiculum (blue) was related to higher cognitive func-

tion such as memory retrieval, working memory, and spatial cognition

(Figure 6A). Both subicular brain patterns (anterior-subiculum [red]

and posterior-subiculum [blue]) were significantly similar to the brain

pattern of genes related to AD pathophysiology (Figure 6C). Further-

more, both subicular patterns significantly overlap with the seroton-

ergic system and the GABAA receptor distribution (Figure 6B). In

contrast, the anterior-CA (yellow) brain pattern was related to the

emotional system (Figure 6A). The anterior- and posterior-CA brain

metabolic patterns did not show significant spatial overlap with the

investigated gene expression patterns, but were associated with the

dopaminergic and serotonergic systems (Figure 6B). The posterior-CA

(green) pattern additionally showed significant association with the

noradrenergic system (Figure 6B). Finally, the intermediate-subregion

(pink) brain pattern was only associated with body-part terms such

as limb, foot, and arm and did not show significant overlap with

neurotransmitter and gene expression systems.
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8 MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL.

F IGURE 4 Alzheimer’s disease pathology’s effect on the local metabolism of hippocampal metabolic subregions; a comparison between
groups being defined based on CSF AD biomarkers. A, The difference betweenmean normalized glucose uptake value of all hippocampal metabolic
subregions across pathologically defined groups based on CSF AD biomarkers as the indicators of AD pathology (see Table S2 in supporting
information) was evaluated by computing a two-way ANOVAwith pathological groups as one factor, hippocampal metabolic subregions as a
second factor, and themean normalized glucose uptake value as a dependent variable. Our results showed that there were significant main effects
of both hippocampal metabolic subregions and pathological groups. All comparisons between pathological groups were significant according to a
post hoc analysis while corrected for multiple comparisons (P-valueFWE < 0.05) except earlyMCI (BM positive) versus healthy older subjects (BM
negative), lateMCI (BM positive) versus earlyMCI (BM positive) and AD (BMpositive) versus lateMCI (BM positive) comparisons. In bilateral
hippocampi, there was no significant difference between healthy older subjects (BM negative and earlyMCI (BM positive). For lateMCI (BM
positive) versus earlyMCI (BM positive) comparison in anterior-subiculum (red), the level of metabolic glucose uptake value was preserved in late
MCI (BM positive) patients and there was no significant difference. AD (BMpositive) versus lateMCI (BM positive) comparisons showed no
further alteration in CA and subiculum subregions. B, Exploring the relevance of the anterior–posterior differentiation in the study of AD, while
focusing specifically on grouping subjects in each diagnostic group based on CSF AD biomarkers as indicator of AD pathology.We observed a
similar pattern to Figure 3Bwhere at the lateMCI stage the delta (difference between anterior and posterior hippocampal metabolism) is maximal.
C, Here, we also observed a similar pattern to Figure 3C except comparing patients with AD dementia to lateMCI for which no further alteration in
CA and subiculum subregions appear significant. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ANOVA, analysis of variance; BM, biomarkers; CA, cornu ammonis; CSF,
cerebrospinal fluid; MCI, mild cognitive impairment.

3 DETAILED METHODS AND RESULTS

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Imaging dataset

The structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and 18FDG-PET

scans of 846 elderly healthy participants, MCI, and dementia partic-

ipants including early/late MCI and AD were obtained from openly

accessible neuroimaging ADNI cohort (visit http://adni.loni.usc.edu/

for information about scanning parameters). The demographic data

are reported in Table S1. These subjects were also further cate-

gorized into four groups based on CSF AD biomarkers using the

novel Elecsys 42 amino acid-long Aβ peptide (Aβ(1-42)), t-tau, and p-

tau). CSF immunoassays provide a continuous, quantitative measure

of AD-related proteins. We used these three core CSF biomarkers

currently being used for AD diagnostics to define healthy older BM-

negative subjects, early/late MCI, and AD BM-positive subjects.33,34
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MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL. 9

F IGURE 5 Main effect patterns of metabolic covariance of each hippocampal subregion in a subsample of healthy elderly participants with
high image resolution. A, All patterns were corrected for multiple comparisons at the significance level of P-valueFDR < 0.05. B, List of involved
brain regions in each hippocampal metabolic network based on functional atlases (Schaefer andMelbourne subcortical). C, Medial temporal lobe
structural connectivity from diffusionmagnetic resonance imaging studies.58,59 Themain tracts are represented with transparent colors together
with the hippocampal metabolic subregions (shown in plain colors).

We used pre-established cut-offs for CSF AD biomarkers to define

BM-negative/positive subjects.33,34 The cut-off for Aβ(1-42) CSF AD

biomarkers measured by using novel Elecsys CSF immunoassays and

optimized for concordance with amyloid-PET visual read were defined

as 977 pg/mL (Aβ[1-42]).33 The cut-offs for p-tau and t-tau CSF AD

biomarkers have been previously optimized for identification of AD

patients versus normal controls in the ADNI populations by a sen-

sitivity analysis.34 The identified cut-offs were 24 pg/mL (p-tau) and

266 pg/mL (t-tau) in ADNI.34 In Table S2, we reported global cogni-

tion as well as information on CSF AD biomarkers. We downloaded

the preprocessed 18FDG-PET images labeled as “CO-REGISTERED,

AVERAGED.” Thedetails of preprocessed 18FDG-PET imagedata avail-

able in ADNI can be found at http://adni.loni.usc.edu/methods/pet-

analysis. The analysis of these data was approved by the ethical com-

mittee of the Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf. All 18FDG-PET

and structural MRI images used in this research were preprocessed

using the pet-volume pipeline and the t1-volume pipeline of Clinica,

respectively.35,36 The details of Clinica pipelines and preprocessing

steps are provided in the following sections.

3.1.2 Structural MRI data preprocessing

All structural MRI images were preprocessed by using the t1-volume

pipeline of Clinica.35,36 This pipeline is a wrapper of the segmenta-

tion and normalization to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)

space37 routines implemented in SPM12. First, the MRI images were

bias-field corrected, segmented into GM, white matter, and CSF, and

spatially normalized using the Unified Segmentation procedure.38

Next, DARTEL39 used the subjects’ tissue probability maps on the

native space obtained at the previous step to create a group tem-

plate. Then, the DARTEL to MNI registration approach introduced in

Ashburner39 was applied to modulate the GM segments with the non-

linear transformations from subject space into the MNI space and
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10 MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL.

F IGURE 6 Behavioral, molecular, and AD-related genetic characterization of hippocampal metabolic subregions’ networks in a subsample of
healthy elderly participants. A, The line plots summarize the topics most associated with themetabolic covariance pattern of anterior-subiculum
(red), posterior-subiculum (blue), anterior-CA (yellow), and intermediate-subregion (pink). Larger words aremore associated with networks (the
associated value is based on the calculated r-value in NeuroSynth representing the spatial correlation). B, Topographical relationship between a
whole-brain metabolic network of bilateral hippocampal metabolic subregions and several neurotransmitter maps explored to assess for highly
expressed receptors/transporters in eachmetabolic network relative to thewhole brain using the JuSpace toolbox.52 The radial values are r-values
representing the spatial correlations.We used the dotted line tomake overlap patterns clear. C, The spatial maps of AD-related gene expression
that are disrupted in enriched pathways in AD hippocampi53 were calculated using post mortem gene expression data from the AHBA as a
reference.54 After that, the topographical relationship between awhole-brain metabolic network of hippocampal metabolic subregions and those
spatial maps were explored to assess for highly expressed genes in eachmetabolic network relative to the whole brain. The radial values are
r-values representing the spatial correlations. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; AHBA, Allen Human Brain Atlas; CA, cornu ammonis.

subsequently smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel (full width

half-maximum [FWHM]= 8mm).

3.1.3 Quality assessment of the 18FDG-PET data
for use in the hippocampal parcellation

TheADNI dataset is characterized by a high variability regarding image

resolution (voxel size of the native 18FDG-PET images; Table S3 in sup-

porting information). The image resolution in 18FDG-PET is typically

smaller than 4mm. However, for specific structures like the hippocam-

pus, higher image resolution may be needed. Previous parcellation

studies of the hippocampus were performed either in structural MRI

data or in functional MRI data,17–19,40 which typically had an image

resolution ≤ 2 mm. Accordingly, we set 2 mm as the acceptable image

resolution for 18FDG-PET data in this study to define broad subre-

gionswithin the hippocampus. The 18FDG-PETdata of only 99 subjects

from the sample of 266 cognitively normal participants passed this
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MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL. 11

criterion and were therefore used for hippocampal parcellation based

onmetabolic covariance profile.

3.1.4 18FDG-PET data preprocessing

All 18FDG-PET scans used in this research were preprocessed using

the pet-volume pipeline of Clinica.35,36 First, intra-subject registra-

tion of the 18FDG-PET image into the space of the subject’s structural

MRI image was done using SPM12 toolbox. Thus, each subject’s co-

registered image from the baseline PET scan is in the subject’s native

space 170 × 256 × 256 voxel image grid, having 1.2 × 1 × 1 mm3

voxels. Then, the 18FDG-PET images were corrected for partial vol-

ume effects using the PETPVC toolbox.41 In the PETPVC toolbox eight

core partial volume correction (PVC) techniques are available. These

core methods can be combined to create a total of 22 different PVC

techniques. CLINICA developers used region-based voxel-wise correc-

tion approach. The corrected 18FDG-PET images were then spatially

normalized into MNI space using the DARTEL deformation model of

SPM12 (each subject’s corrected 18FDG-PET scanwas normalized into

a standard 121× 145× 121 voxel image grid, having 1.5mm cubic vox-

els), and intensity normalized using the average glucose uptake value

in a reference region (the whole pons). To prevent generating partial

volume effect by smoothing data for denoising, only the GM segment

of 18FDG-PET images was smoothedwith an isotropic Gaussian kernel

(FWHM=8mm). Thus, each subject’s GMsegment of 18FDG-PET data

was extracted by multiplying each subject’s preprocessed 18FDG-PET

datawith correspondingGMsegment and smoothed. Finally, each sub-

ject’s smoothedGMsegment of 18FDG-PETdatawas parcellated using

a combination of the Schaefer atlas for 400 cortical regions42 and the

Melbourne subcortex atlas for 54 subcortical regions.43 Because the

subcortical atlas overlaps in some voxels with the cortical atlas, these

voxels were set to zero (background) in the cortical atlas. This was

done to avoid artificial correlation between metabolic uptake value of

regions due to that overlap.

3.1.5 Metabolic covariance computation

Right and left human hippocampal volume of interest masks were

created by combining cytoarchitecture maps available in the SPM

Anatomy Toolbox 2.0,44 and the macro anatomically defined Harvard-

Oxford Structural Probability Atlas (http://neuro.imm.dtu.dk/wiki/

Harvard-Oxford_Atlas).45 The total number of voxels in a 2mm×2mm

× 2 mm space in the right hippocampus was 865 (6920 mm3) and

that of the left hippocampus was 831 (6648 mm3) voxels. Hippocam-

pal metabolic covariance was computed for the hippocampal voxels

by correlating the hippocampal voxels with 454 brain parcels across

the subsample of healthy older subjects with high image resolution

(≤ 2 mm) using z transformed Pearson correlation. To ensure stabil-

ity, a boostrapping approach for subjects46 was used by generating

500 bootstrap samples from which metabolic covariance matrix were

computed.

3.1.6 Metabolic covariance-based parcellation

To identify hippocampal subregions based on the similar-

ity/dissimilarity of their metabolic covariance pattern, we used

k-means clustering implemented in MATLAB in line with previous

studies.18,47–49 Based on the image resolution of 18FDG-PET data,

we examined five levels of clustering, k = 2–6, and set the repetition

number to 500, and the iteration number to 255, with random initial-

ization in each iteration.18 A robust clustering solution was obtained

by averaging the result of clustering across bootstrap samples. The

final hippocampus parcellations were created by assigning each hip-

pocampus voxels to its most frequent cluster’s label (i.e., by using the

mode) across bootstrapping samples.46 The stability of the different

levels of hippocampal partition (i.e., a number of the clusters) was

evaluated by a split-half approach (10,000 splits) and by calculating

the similarity between the two halves using the adjusted Rand Index

with chance-level correction. Finally, we calculated the spatial overlap

between the yielded stable hippocampal parcellation from metabolic

covariance with the CA and subiculum fields defined based on Juelich

cytoarchitecture probability atlas (Juelich-maxprob-thr25-2mm.nii)

available in the FSL Toolbox. The percentage of spatial overlap for each

hippocampal metabolic subregion was computed as the number of

overlapping voxels in both the hippocampal metabolic subregion and

the CA (or subiculum) field divided by the total number of the voxels in

the hippocampal metabolic subregion andmultiplied by 100.

3.1.7 Comparison between hippocampal metabolic
parcellation and hippocampal FreeSurfer segments

First, we extracted hippocampal segments using FreeSurfer based on

the preprocessed structural MRI images. To do so, individual normal-

ized structural images were averaged for all subjects to create a group

template used to generate hippocampal segments based on automated

hippocampal subfield segmentation (FreeSurfer v.6.0).50 Twelve seg-

ments were obtained for each lateral hippocampus (Figure 2C). We

focused on GM segments and defined five standard segments includ-

ing the CA1, the CA3, a combination of the dentate gyrus and CA4 (C4

+DG), the hippocampal tail (HF-tail), and the subiculum as onemerged

segment (parasubiculum+presubiculum+ subiculum). CA4 is adjacent

to thedentate gyrus andnotuniversally acceptedas adistinct region. In

line with common practices, we therefore here merged these two very

small subfields into one segment.15,51 Then, we computed the mean

normalized glucose uptake value for each segment for each subject in

the healthy elderly and patient cohorts.

3.1.8 AD-related pathology effect on local
metabolism in hippocampal metabolic subregions

To explore how AD pathology affects local metabolism differences

across yielded hippocampal metabolic subregions in healthy older sub-

jects, two-way ANOVA with post hoc comparison with correction for

multiple testing were performed to identify statistical differences. We
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12 MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL.

also repeated this analysis while focusing specifically on grouping sub-

jects in eachdiagnostic groupbasedonCSFADbiomarkers as indicator

of AD pathology (see Table S2).

3.1.9 Metabolic networks of hippocampal
metabolic subregions

We then determined themainmetabolic network of each hippocampal

subregion that have thus influenced the differentiation of hippocampal

metabolic subregions, across the subsample of healthy older subjects

with high image resolution (≤ 2 mm). We examined the main effect of

metabolic covariance of each metabolic subregion across the whole-

brain. To do so, we used the general linear model applied at the parcel

level to investigate the linear relationship between the average glucose

uptake value of themetabolic subregion of interest and every parcel in

the whole-brain GM mask. The metabolic covariance pattern of each

subregion across the whole-brain was computed with correction for

false discovery rate (FDR) at the significance level of P-value< 0.05.

3.1.10 Behavioral characterization of hippocampal
metabolic networks

Tocharacterizehippocampalmetabolic networkswith regard tobehav-

ioral systems using the Neurosynth database (https://neurosynth.

org/), we searched for whole-brain behavioral systems correspond-

ing to metabolic networks by correlating the whole spatial pattern of

metabolic network map with activation meta-analyses map and not

for area-based engagement into specific behavioral function. The Neu-

rosynth database comprises functional co-activation maps obtained

frommeta-analyses of task-functional MRI studies across 14,371 arti-

cles that are paired with sets of terms extracted from the text of

these studies. The embedded cognitive decoding tool in Neurosynth

contains > 1300 terms. So, we can compare each unthresholded T

map of hippocampalmetabolic networkwith the available collection of

Neurosynth term-based meta-analysis maps using the embedded cog-

nitive decoding tool. It computed Pearson correlations between our

metabolic covariance maps and the term-based meta-analytic maps

available in Neurosynth. Therefore, each term (e.g., “working mem-

ory”) had an associated value indicating the degree to which the brain

metabolic map of a given hippocampal subregion resembles the acti-

vation map for that term. We included all correlations above 0.1 for

terms pertaining to behavioral aspects to identify the broad pattern

of behavioral systems overlapping with each hippocampal metabolic

subregion’s network.

3.1.11 Molecular/neurotransmitter
characterization of hippocampal metabolic networks

We also evaluated the topographical relationship between whole-

brain hippocampal metabolic covariance and all neurotransmitter

whole-brain maps available in the JuSpace toolbox.52 We investigated

12 different neurotransmitter maps including dopamine receptors

(D1 and D2/D3 and F-DOPA [a reflection of presynaptic dopamine

synthesis capacity]), serotonin receptors (5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, and 5-

HT2A), transporters DAT (dopamine transporter), SERT (serotonin

transporter with two different tracers DASB and MADAM), and

NAT (noradrenaline/norepinephrine transporter) and GABAA andmu-

opioid receptors (please see the article on the JuSpace toolbox52 for

more information). To calculate the spatial correlation between each

unthresholded T map of hippocampal metabolic network with all neu-

rotransmitter maps by JuSpace, first, the 3D nifti file was loaded into

the toolbox. Then the provided file and all the selected neurotrans-

mitter maps were loaded into the atlas space to extract mean value

per atlas region for each file. We used the default atlas (neuromorpho-

metrics atlas from SPM12) excluding all white matter and CSF regions.

Finally, spatial correlationwas computedbetween the extracted values

(while adjusting for spatial autocorrelation using the GM probability

mapTPM.nii fromSPM12) by using Pearson correlation, andwere then

z transformed. Significant spatial association between brain metabolic

patterns and each neurotransmittermapwere examined by comparing

the distribution of z transformed correlations against a null distribu-

tion using one-sample t testswhile correcting formultiple comparisons

using FDR correction (P-valueFDR < 0.05).

3.1.12 AD-related genetic characterization of
hippocampal metabolic networks

Having established behavioral and neurotransmitter contextualiza-

tion of our findings, we finally aimed to understand hippocampal

metabolic networks’ association with gene expression profiles of

AD-affected brain hippocampi. A recent systematic integrated anal-

ysis of expression profiles of AD-affected brain tissues including

brain hippocampus (684 AD and 562 controls) reported a com-

plete list of differentially expressed genes in an AD hippocampus

(http://www.alzdata.org/file/HP_all_adj.txt) as well as hub genes of

the transcriptomic network that upregulated and downregulated

AD-related genes (Table S4 in supporting information).53 The bio-

logical pathways dysregulated in the hippocampus based on the

identified differentially expressed genes related to the metabolic

processes were significantly enriched, which indicated a dysregu-

lation of energy metabolism in the hippocampus during the AD

development.53 In this study, we extracted spatial gene expression

maps related to enriched pathways (Gene Ontology [GO], biological

process) of differentially expressedgenes in thehippocampus including

(GO:0044237∼cellularmetabolic process), (GO:0022904∼respiratory

electron transport chain), (GO:0042776∼mitochondrial ATP synthesis

coupled proton transport), (GO-0019722 ∼ calcium-mediated signal-

ing) from the processed post mortem gene expression maps available

inAllenHumanBrainAtlas (AHBA)54 (https://human.brain-map.org). In

the following section, the processing detail of transcriptomic data pro-

vided by the AHBA is explained. To define the list of genes in each GO

that are differentially expressed in theADhippocampus, first the initial
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MALEKI BALAJOO ET AL. 13

list of genes in each GO were extracted from http://geneontology.org/

database, restricted to human genes (Taxon: Homo sapiens). After that,

intersection of each GO list with the list of differentially expressed

genes in the AD hippocampus (http://www.alzdata.org/file/HP_all_adj.

txt) defines the list of genes in eachGOthat aredifferentially expressed

in the AD hippocampus. Furthermore, we investigated the topographi-

cal relationshipof thehippocampalmetabolic networkswith the spatial

distribution of gene expression in enriched pathways of differentially

expressed genes in the hippocampus, as well as with the spatial distri-

bution of hub genes of the transcriptomic network that upregulated

and downregulated AD-related genes. To calculate the spatial corre-

lation between each unthresholded T map of hippocampal metabolic

covariance with all GO expression maps, we used Pearson correlation.

These were adjusted for spatial autocorrelation and z transformed.

Significant spatial associations between the subregion’s pattern of

brain metabolic covariance and each GO expression map were exam-

ined by comparing the distribution of z transformed correlations to a

null distribution using one-sample t tests while correcting for multiple

comparisons using FDR correction (P-valueFDR < 0.05).

3.1.13 Transcriptomic data

Transcriptomic data provided by the AHBA (https://human.brain-map.

org)54 was used to extract gene expression maps. Here, regional

microarray expression data were processed with the abagen tool-

box (version 0.1.3; https://github.com/rmarkello/abagen).55 Process-

ing steps included probe-to-gene re-annotation, intensity-based data

filtering, probe selection by mean, separating tissue samples into sub-

cortical and cortical regions, normalization and aggregation within the

Schaefer-400 cortical and theMelbourne subcortex 54 parcels inMNI-

152 space and across six donors (1 female, age range: 24–57,mean age

[standard deviation]: 42.50 [13.38]).

First, microarray probes were reannotated using data provided by

Arnatkeviciute et al.;55 probes not matched to a valid Entrez ID were

discarded. Next, probes were filtered based on their expression inten-

sity relative to background noise,56 such that probes with intensity

less than the background in ≥ 50% of samples across donors were

discarded. When multiple probes indexed the expression of the same

gene, we selected and used the probe with the most consistent pat-

tern of regional variation across donors (i.e., differential stability54),

calculated with:

ΔS (p) =
1(
N

2

) N−1∑
i = 1

N∑
j = i+1

𝜌 [Bi (p) , Bj (p)
]

where 𝜌 is Spearman’s rank correlation of the expression of a single

probe, p, across regions in two donors Bi and Bj, andN is the total num-

ber of donors. Here, regions correspond to the structural designations

provided in the ontology from the AHBA.

The MNI coordinates of tissue samples were updated to those gen-

erated via non-linear registration using Advanced Normalization Tools

(ANTs; https://github.com/chrisfilo/alleninf). Sampleswere assigned to

brain regions by minimizing the Euclidean distance between the MNI

coordinates of each sample and the nearest surface vertex. Samples in

which the Euclidean distance to the nearest vertex was more than two

standard deviations above themean distance for all samples belonging

to that donor were excluded. To reduce the potential for misassign-

ment, sample-to-region matching was constrained by hemisphere and

gross structural divisions (i.e., cortex, subcortex/brainstem, and cere-

bellum, such that, e.g., a sample in the left cortex could only be assigned

to an atlas parcel in the left cortex55). If a brain regionwas not assigned

a sample fromanydonor basedon the aboveprocedure, the tissue sam-

ple closest to the centroid of that parcel was identified independently

for each donor. The average of these samples was taken across donors,

weighted by the distance between the parcel centroid and the sam-

ple, to obtain an estimate of the parcellated expression values for the

missing region. All tissue samples not assigned to a brain region in the

provided atlas were discarded. Inter-subject variation was addressed

by normalizing tissue sample expression values across genes using a

robust sigmoid function:57

xnorm =
1

1 + exp
(
−

(x−⟨x⟩
IQRx

)
where ⟨x⟩ is the median and IQRxis the normalized interquartile range

of the expression of a single tissue sample across genes. Normalized

expression values were then rescaled to the unit interval:

xscaled =
xnorm −min (xnorm)

max (xnorm) −min (xnorm)

Gene expression values were then normalized across tissue sam-

ples using an identical procedure. Samples assigned to the same brain

region were averaged separately for each donor and then across

donors, yielding a regional expression matrix. Last, we excluded the

right hemisphere regions due to the sparsity of samples in this hemi-

sphere (data were only available for two donors) resulting in a large

numberof regionswithnoexpressiondata. Finally,weobtainedexpres-

sion values for 15,631 unique genes at 400 cortical and 54 subcortical

locations separately.

3.2 Result

3.2.1 Stable hippocampal metabolic subregions

We evaluated the stability of each partition level by using split-half

cross-validation. Overall, in both the left and right hippocampi, parcel-

lation into five subregions were themost stable solution (Figure 1A).

Comparison of the yielded five-subregion partition to the subfields

traditionally known from cytoarchitectural mapping suggested a CA

field versus subiculum field with an anterior ventral (red) subregion

resembling the anterior part of the subiculum and a posterior medial

(blue) subregion that extends ventrally closely resembling the poste-

rior part of the subiculum (Figure 1B).Quantitative spatial overlapwith
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cytoarchitecture subfield further suggest two CA subregions: an ante-

riormedial (yellow) subregion and a posterior lateral (green) subregion

(Figure 1B). Accordingly, and for the reader’s convenience, in the next

sections, the subregion will be labeled based on the correspondence

with hippocampal subfields, their position on the longitudinal axis, and

their color code: anterior-subiculum (red), posterior-subiculum (blue),

intermediate-subregion (pink), anterior-CA (yellow) and posterior-CA

(green; Figure 1B and Figure 2A).

3.2.2 Local metabolism in metabolic subregions
versus FreeSurfer segments in the healthy older
cohort

Both one-way ANOVA results in hippocampal metabolic subregions

(Figure 2B) and FreeSurfer segments (Figure 2D) showed significant

differences in their local metabolism. Hippocampal metabolic subre-

gions’ results showed significant differences between the metabolic

subregions in their mean normalized glucose uptake value (left: F

[4494] = 153.24, P-value > 0.001; right: F [4494] = 169.23, P-

value > 0.001; Figure 3A). Furthermore, a post hoc analysis revealed

significant differences (corrected for multiple comparisons using fam-

ily wise error rate [FWE], P-valueFWE < 0.05) between all pairs

of metabolic subregions in their local metabolism for both hip-

pocampi (Figure 2B). Hence, the profile of local metabolism in the

metabolic networks-based parcellation strikingly shows a clear dif-

ferentiation between subicular and CA subregions in which the

metabolism was typically higher in the former than the latter

while the intermediate subregion (pink) stands between the two.

Furthermore, significant differences between anterior and poste-

rior subregions were observed. FreeSurfer segment results also

showed significant differences between the FreeSurfer segments in

their local metabolism (left: F [4494] = 50.76, P-value > 0.001;

right: F [4494] = 37.26, P-value > 0.001; Figure 2D). However,

a post hoc analysis in FreeSurfer segments revealed many non-

significant pair-wise differences such as between subiculum and CA1,

between subiculum and CA4 + DG, between CA1 and CA4 + DG,

and between CA3 and HP-tail (Figure 2D). Overall, these results

suggest that metabolic subregions offer a more sensitive model

than FreeSurfer segments to study hippocampal subregional local

metabolism.

3.2.3 AD-related pathology affects local
metabolism in hippocampal subregions

We examined the local metabolism differences in metabolic subre-

gions across ADNI diagnosis groups including healthy older, earlyMCI,

late MCI, and AD participants. Our results suggest that there might

be a slight increase in local metabolism in early MCI (relative to

healthy older subjects) in posterior subregions (Figure 3A). However,

a statistical difference cannot be evidenced as several healthy older

participants also show relatively higher local metabolism in posterior

regions. Additionally, our parcellation map revealed that the global

decrease between late and early MCI is not significant in the bilat-

eral anterior-subiculum (red), a pattern that was also observed when

focusing specifically on CSF AD BM-positive patients33,34 (Figure 4A).

Moreover, our metabolic map specifically disentangling anterior from

posterior subregions revealed that at the individual level, there is a

differentiation between glucose uptake value of anterior–posterior

regions in which the posterior has decreased metabolism compared to

the anterior and that differentiation is maximal at the late MCI stage

(Figure 3B and Figure 4B).

3.2.4 Local metabolism comparison in hippocampal
subregions across groups while groups being defined
based on ADNI standard classification

Exploring localmetabolismdifference in hippocampalmetabolic subre-

gions in healthy elderly participants and AD-related diagnosis groups

showed a significant main effect of metabolic subregions (left: F [4,

4229] = 1617.88, P-value = 0; right: F [4, 4229] = 1805.16, P-value =

0). The main effect of groups was also significant (left: F [3, 4229] =

477.47, P-value = 0; right: F [3, 4229] = 381.67, P-value = 0) demon-

strating highest/lowest metabolism rate for healthy older/dementia

groups. The two-way ANOVA also revealed a significant interaction

effect betweenmetabolic subregions and diagnostic groups (left: F [12,

4229] = 7.65, P-value = 0; right: F [12, 4229] = 6.6, P-value = 0). In

the bilateral hippocampus, all comparisons between groups in all sub-

regions were significant according to a post hoc analysis corrected for

multiple comparisons (P-valueFWE < 0.05) except for the healthy older

subjects versus early MCI comparison in all subregions and for early

MCI versus late MCI comparison in anterior-subiculum (red). In the

right hippocampus, late MCI versus AD comparisons did not show sig-

nificant differences except in posterior-subiculum (blue; Figure 3A and

Figure 3C).

3.2.5 Local metabolism comparison in hippocampal
subregions across groups while groups being defined
based on CSF AD biomarkers

Here, we focused specifically on grouping subjects based on CSF AD

biomarkers33,34 as indicators of AD pathology (see Table S2). To do

so, we grouped participants in the healthy older diagnostic group for

subjects who were BM-negative and in patient groups for subjects

that were BM-positive. Then, we considered four different subgroups

including healthy older subjects that were BM-negative (under the

assumption that these subjects have no AD pathology at all), earlyMCI

(BM-positive), late MCI (BM-positive), and AD (BM-positive; under

the assumption that these subjects have AD pathology and symp-

tomatic profile) to explore how local metabolism is affected by AD

pathology. It should be noted that focusing on participants that are
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BM-positive/negative importantly reduces the number of participants

in each group compared to analysis with ADNI classification (i.e.,

healthyolderBM-negative [n=80] versushealthyolder [n=266], early

MCI BM-positive [n= 52] versus earlyMCI [n= 285], see Table S2).

When examining local metabolism, our results showed a signifi-

cant main effect of metabolic subregions (left: F [4, 1449] = 606.94,

P-value = 0; right: F [4, 1449] = 719.51, P-value = 0). The main

effect of groups was also significant (left: F [3, 1449] = 245.03, P-

value = 0; right: F [3, 1449] = 201.07, P-value = 0) demonstrating

highest/lowest metabolism rate for healthy older/dementia groups.

The two-way ANOVA also revealed a significant interaction effect

between metabolic subregions and diagnostic groups, (left: F [12,

1449] = 3.26, P-value = 0.0001; right: F [12, 1449] = 3.04, P-value =

0.0003). In the bilateral hippocampus, all comparisons between groups

in all subregions were significant according to a post hoc analysis cor-

rected for multiple comparisons (P-valueFWE < 0.05) except for the

healthy older (BM-negative) versus early MCI (BM-positive) where no

region show significant differences. Furthermore, for early MCI (BM-

positive) versus late MCI (BM-positive), the anterior-subiculum (red)

did not show group effect. Finally in the late MCI (BM-positive) versus

AD (BM-positive) comparisons, a significant difference was observed

only in the bilateral Intermediate-subregion (pink; Figure 4A and

Figure 4C).

3.2.6 Whole-brain metabolic covariance pattern
(networks) of each hippocampal subregion

We examined the metabolic covariance pattern of each derived hip-

pocampal subregion bilaterally across the subsample of healthy older

subjects with high image resolution data using a univariate general lin-

ear model approach looking at the main effect pattern. Whole-brain

metabolic networks of each hippocampal subregion with the signif-

icant brain regions labelled according to the Schaefer cortical and

Melbourne subcortical functional atlases are presented in Figure 5A

and Figure 5B. Overall, the anterior-subiculum (red) show primarily

metabolic covariance with the prefrontal and temporal regions as well

as the insula, extra-striate inferior cortex, the lateral amygdala, and

the putamen suggesting a network corresponding to input informa-

tion from anterior regions into the hippocampal head. In contrast, the

posterior-subiculum (blue) showed the widest brain metabolic covari-

ance pattern overlapping with most of the seven Yeo functional brain

networks (Figure 5B). The posterior-subiculum (blue) seems to be part

of an extended cortical system including several regions of the default

mode, dorsal attention, ventral attention, and somatomotor networks.

The intermediate-subregion (pink) was only significantly associated

with the hippocampus head and body. The anterior-CA (yellow) was

mainlybilaterally associatedwith theamygdala,while theposterior-CA

(green) in the bilateral hippocampus was mainly associated with tha-

lamus nuclei (Figure 5A and Figure 5B). In Figure 5C, we illustrated

white matter tracts in medial temporal lobe including the uncinate

fasciculus, fornix, and cingulum bundle tracts being created in the

recent tractography studies.58,59 Structural connectivity studies have

shown that the anterior end of the temporal lobe is connected to

the frontal lobe, in particular, to the orbitofrontal cortex through the

uncinate fasciculus white matter tract59 (Figure 5C). The fornix path

plays a significant role in interconnecting the hippocampal formation

with the subcortical structures (e.g., the post-commissural columns

part of the fornix principally connects the hippocampal formation with

the thalamus and hypothalamic nuclei25). Finally, the cingulum bundle

path interconnects the output pathways from the hippocampusmainly

originating directly from the subiculum to the ventral retro-splenial

cortex, cingulate cortices, prelimbic, infralimbic, and frontal areas60,61

(Figure 5C).

3.2.7 Behavioral characterization of hippocampal
metabolic networks

After identifying the metabolic organization of the hippocampus,

we examined how the pattern of metabolic covariance of each hip-

pocampal metabolic subregion relates to behavioral term-basedmeta-

analytic maps. Only four metabolic networks (those of the anterior-

subiculum [red], posterior-subiculum [blue], anterior-CA [yellow], and

intermediate-subregion [pink]) show some resemblance with meta-

analytic activationmapof specific behavior term. The spatial pattern of

anterior-subiculum (red) was primarily associated with terms pertain-

ing to object and face recognition, language comprehension, semantics,

and perception (Figure 6A). In contrast, the extended cortical network

of the posterior-subiculum (blue) subregion appeared to be engaged

in high-level goal-driven (“top-down”) cognition and action including

terms such as working memory, cognitive demands, action, and spatial

cognition (Figure 6A). As could be expected the metabolic network of

the anterior-CA (yellow) was only associated with emotional and auto-

mated behavioral systems terms such as fear, happiness, conditioning,

emotional, negative, and fearful (Figure 6A). Finally, the metabolic net-

work of the intermediate-subregion (pink) was only associated with

body-part terms such as limb, foot, and arm.

3.2.8 Neurotransmitter characterization of
hippocampal metabolic networks

The metabolic networks of subiculum subregions (anterior-subiculum

[red] and posterior-subiculum [blue]) interact with the serotonergic

system with the 5HT1a, 5HT1b, and 5HT2a serotonergic receptors in

addition to GABAA receptors (Figure 6B). In contrast, the metabolic

networks of both the anterior and posterior CA subregions (anterior-

CA [yellow] and posterior-CA [green]), specially themetabolic network

of anterior-CA (yellow) subregion, overlap with the dopaminergic and

serotonergic transporter systems (Figure 6B). Finally, the metabolic

covariance pattern of the intermediate-subregion (pink) did not show

any significant relationship with the spatial pattern of different neuro-

transmitters.
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3.2.9 AD-related genetic characterization of
hippocampal metabolic networks

When exploring the association between the spatial pattern of brain

metabolic covariance of each hippocampal metabolic subregion and

the brain spatial map of AD-related gene expression, we used post

mortem gene expression data from the AHBA as a reference.54 We

identified the list of genes that belongs to enriched pathways of differ-

entially expressed genes in AD hippocampi reported in Xu et al.53 to

extract the spatial expression patterns of disrupted enriched pathways

in AD hippocampi (Figure 6C). The association between these spatial

expression patterns and hippocampalmetabolic networks is illustrated

in Figure 6C. Only the metabolic networks of subiculum subregions

(anterior-subiculum [red] and posterior-subiculum [blue]) interactwith

all the disrupted enriched pathways in AD hippocampi. The pat-

terns of metabolic covariance of both the anterior and posterior

CA subregions (anterior-CA [yellow] and posterior-CA [green]), and

intermediate-subregion (pink) did not show significant spatial over-

lap with the expression patterns of AD hippocampal pathology-related

genes.
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